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Enhance Safety, Comfort, Facilitation                           Enhance Safety, Comfort, Facilitation                           

for Patients and Caregivers.for Patients and Caregivers.

KIND Motion

There are in excess of 6,500 combinations possible between the back section base and knee section base movements. From these, we
programmed the bed so that it provides the ideal movements for keeping body slippage and the feeling of pressure to a minimum. The 
consequent advantages are earlier egress from the bed, reduced nursing care labor, and the prevention of pressure ulcer. 

Kyma Line

The flexible connecting piece that is affixed to the mattress base is a device that we Paramount Bed developed 
independently. When the back is raised, it confirms to the contours of the body and curves while extending.

Effects you can expect

Prevention of pressure ulcer can be expected because slippage is reduced. And due to the reduction in the need 
to correct the position of the patient, a decrease in nursing care labor be expected.

Side rail spacers can 
be kept in the storage 
of foot side  when it is 
unused.
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DimensionDimension≧220mm

≦120mm
Not to protrude one’s head between 
the clearance.  φ120mm corn can not 
go through the clearance of side rail.

Height of the top edge of the SIDE 
RAIL above the mattress without 
compression

DescriptionDescription

E+FE+F ≧L/2

Total length of the SIDE RAIL or sum 
of the length of segmented SIDE 
RAILS on one side of the bed

CC ≧235mm

≦60mm
Distance between HEAD PANEL or 
FOOT PANEL  and SIDE RAIL 

Distance between segmented SIDE 
RAIL with the MATTRESS SUPPORT 
PLATFORM in the flat position

DimensionDimension DescriptionDescription

Safety Designed Side Rail 

Comply with IEC safety standard.

Side Rail Spacer (Standard Accessory)

Total Locking System

Lock FreeTotal Locking System

Anti-static Caster
The yellow ringed caster is Anti-Static caster that 
conducts static electricity to ground

125mm dia. double-wheel casters are made of urethane and 

can be locked totally and make a radial turn for steering. 
Total lock braking is ensured by stepping red-colored pedal. 
Steering mode is acquired by stepping green-colored pedal 
in reverse. New chemical-proof characteristics have been 

added by world renowned Tente-Rollen, Germany.

Designed for Safety

Effective height is 220mm 
or more. (With our 
mattress)

These gaps are extremely narrowed.

For the accessibility of caregivers, the middle of side 
rails are opened. If you care the falling from the bed, 

(Ex. In midnight) please use Side Rail Spacer to fulfill 
the gaps.

Overview



Storage space 

Hand held controller is 

fixable at the side rail. 

Easy Access 

Hand Held Controller

Nurse Control Panel

Hand Held Controller & Nurse Control Panel Storage

Voice Guidance Function
Voice guidance indicates operations before the bed 

position is changed to assist those with poor vision and in 
dark places. The voice guidance function can be 
cancelled if necessary.

Touch Sensitive Buttons
The arrows on the operation 
buttons are convex so that they 
can be identified by the touch of 
the fingertips.

Activating Lamps
Because the pictograph of the 
selected function lights up, it is 
easy to confirm even at night.

Accurate Function Programming
The function selection buttons on the side 
make it possible to disable the handheld 
controller, set the speed of the back section 

base movement, and engage the angle limit 
function while viewing the LCD. The 
programmed selections are saved even if the 
power is turned off. The default settings can 

be restored by pressing the RESET button.

Easy Attachment
Improvement of the shape of the hook has 
made it easier to attach and remove the 

controller from the bed side.

LCD
The white LCD is clearly visible and operations 

are shown by number and diagrams when the 
bed position is changed.

Memory Function
The memory function can be set to make
stops at certain back angles, knee angles,

and bed heights. This enables accurate
positioning at settings best suited for
the patient. After movement has been
automatically stopped, further adjustment

can be made using the up and down buttons.

*We have various idea to use Memory function
and LCD effectively in order to enhance the 

safety and the work efficiency. Please feel free 
to contact our distributor.

As a result, the bed 

can be accurately
adjusted to the proper 
position.

Double-Action Operation
Double-action operation makes it possible to 
confirm the operation status and prevent 

incorrect operation.

Flat at Faster Speed
In times of emergency, press the flat button 
to return the bed to a flat state with the 

faster speed than usual.

Forbidding Function
With one button, the handheld controller can be 
easily turned off and on. Nurse panel can be 
forbidden to operate according to your usage.

Quick Access to the Control Panel
By positioning it on the foot board which is closer to 
the entrance of the hospital room, the path to
reach can be shortened, allowing a nurse to reach 
the panel quickly. And the shape was designed to 

make it user-friendly

The selected
function lights
up.

Can check and

ascertain the bed
position on the
LCD.

Double-action

operation
Select a function↓

UP/DOWN

Even if the pictograph of the button pressed is obscured by
the finger, it can be confirmed because the lamp light up.

Example of a four-bed hospital room

Usage Example Usage ExampleEntrance

Angle Limit Function (On/Off)
This switch is used to turn angle limiting on or off 
for the under-back and under-knee sections.

Speed (Normal/Fast)
This switch is used to set the speed at which the 
under-back section is raised or lowered.

Consideration for electrical safety
The bed's metallic frame is grounded to prevent any build-up 
of electricity. As this maintains the entire bed in a uniform 
electrical condition, the effect of noise on ME devices is also 
reduced.

Low-voltage handheld controller
A 5-Voltage specification has been selected to ensure
safety from electrical shock in the unlikely event of the

controller's cable being severed.



KC-83CE Oxygen Cylinder Holder

Option

KC-83BE Foot Spacer (2 pc in 1set)KC-56E I.V. Hanger Rod

Length:1042 – 1787 mm REMARK:                                      
Please certainly use  Foot Spacer in 

order to fill the gap when the bed is 
extended.

Other Features

Emergency Handle

Extendable Frame Accessory RailRoller BumperCPR Lever

REMARK: Please certainly use with Foot 

spacer (KC-83BE) in order to fill the gap.

Approximately 

145mm can be 
extended.

Paramount’s own Linear
Actuator was newly developed.

The actuator constantly provides
the same speed regardless of
patient weight with less-vibrant
and silent movement. Electrical

safety has been enhanced by
complying with CE regulation.

Actuator

Paramount’s linear actuator enables to 
operate by emergency handle in the event 
of power failure.

With a view toward manufacturing products that would stand the

test of time, we at Paramount Bed were quick to introduce large scale
coating equipment for the purpose of double-coating our beds with 
electro deposition and powder coating. This led to striking     
improvements in the durability and beauty of the finish. This means

Double Coating

Illustration of the Double Coating Process Electrodeposition coating line Powder coating line

Epoxy-polyester powder

coating film layer

Cathodic acrylic
electrodeposition coating

film layer

Base treatment 

adjustment

Steel

Removable and lockable                                    

Head/Foot Board
Mattress Stopper 

(On the side)

Adjustment of                                      

Foot Base Angle                        

(Manually)

High Quality 

Shock Absorber 

of Side Rail

KK-34E Oxygen Cylinder Holder

For the attachment holes in the corner For hooking on the board.

KA-BY242E Battery Unit

With the battery, the bed can be operated without being 
plugged in. Even the optional battery were equipped, 
emergency handle still can be used.



Dimensions (Mattress Base width 910mm)
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PARAMOUNT BED CO., LTD.
Head office 14-5 2-Chome Higashisuna Koto-Ku Tokyo 136-8670 JAPAN
Tel: +81-3-3648-2961 Fax: +81-3-3648-2420      

http://www.paramount.co.jp/english/＊ Specifications and designs are subject to change without notice.

Lineup Mattress base width 830mm is also available. (Made to order)

KA-64230E Moving with Back Section Side Rail Type

KA-64530E All-Surrounded Side Rail Type

Dimensions (Mattress Base width 910mm)

(mm)

(mm)
(+145mm extendable)

(+145mm extendable)

0-12°/ approx. 19-38 secondsReverse Trendelenburg / time

0-12°/ approx. 16-32 secondsTrendelenburg / time

Approx. 300mm / approx.34 secondsHi-lo range / time

0-40°/ approx. 15 secondsKnee raise inclination angle / time

0-75°/ Normal: approx. 34 seconds, Fast: approx. 23 secondsBack raise inclination angle / time

Body: Polypropylene molding Frame: Steel / Electrodeposition and powder coatingSide rails

Polypropylene moldingHeadboard / Foot board

Steel Electro-depositioning and powder coatingMainframe

Materials

215kgSafe working load

148kg147kgTotal weight

Total Locking SystemCaster: Diameter 125mm double wheel caster

380-680mmMattress base height

760-1060mmHeight (top of board)
Height

1080mmOverall width

2135mm (+145mm extendable)Overall length

910mmMattress base width

Size

AC200-240V, 50/60HZVoltage

All-SurroundedMoving with Back SectionBed Side Rail

KA-64530EKA-64230EModel Number

Motorized BedDescription

Specifications


